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Games and simulations have had a new lease of life in the digital revolution. There are remarkable
examples of fascinating games that are also tools for learning complex knowledge, and engaging
simulations that are used for pleasure and work-related training and education. Their existence raise
many research questions: how are they designed? Who plays them? What are the economics of such
games for players, providers, others in the market, and how do the economics affect game and
simulation production and use? Where are they being used in education and training, and to what
effect? Digital Games and Learning (DGL) aims to explore these and many other questions about the
design and use of games and simulations in our societies. The series texts will provide:
 Insights into how games and simulations can be used effectively in education
 Appreciation of the multi-disciplinary research base that is emerging in this fast-developing field
 Knowledge of the implementations that can be put to use in different levels of education:
school, further education, higher education and workplaces.
Volumes in the DGL series will focus on innovative research, theory and practice. We shall be publishing
books that evidence at least some of the following themes and traits:
1. Disciplinary grounding
Our series will investigate the relation between more conventional ‘signature pedagogies’ and
new approaches to learning engendered by digital games and simulations.
2. Interactivity of social relations
Games and simulations are often highly social, but their social and cultural codes still require
substantial research.
3. Design-led learning
One of the significant differences between conventional teaching and digital games and
simulations is the amount of design work that is required upfront in order to plan the learning
environment and facilitate learning within it. DGL will investigate the theory and practices of
design in digital games and simulations.
4. Problem-solving
Digital games and simulations are useful learning environments for problem-solving heuristics.
The extent to which this happens, for whom and under what conditions, will be a theme of our
series.
5. Innovative research methodologies
We encourage forms of action research (practice research, participatory action research, action
science, etc) as well as the challenging of conventional approaches to cognitive science, to
educational theory constructs and to the philosophy of game-play.
The series is an international resource for educationalists, educators, technologists and educational
users. It brings together some of the best contemporary academic and practitioner commentators to
tackle the dilemmas and opportunities in a challenging, informed and inquiring manner. The scope of
the series is purposely wide and contributions from a variety of disciplines are welcomed. Books may be
monographs, single or multi-authored, or edited collections.
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